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 Bank Indonesia’s foreign exchange reserves position stood at USD 135.6 Bn in May 2022, a 

rather negligible decrease from USD 135.7 Bn in the previous month. Despite being at its 18-

month-low, the current FX reserves position is still well above the international adequacy 

standard, equivalent to 6.8 months of imports or 6.6 months of both imports and the 

government’s external debt servicing. 

 Although the FX reserves position continues to move southbound, the recent figure’s 

negligible decline is much better than what some analysts might have predicted, considering 

that the month-long CPO exports hiatus deprived Indonesia of one of its hard-currencies 

spigot. However, the loss in revenue appears to be offset by higher coal and gas exports 

(which prices had gone up by 17.6-21.7% MoM), keeping the tap open for Indonesia. 

Stratospheric commodity prices, coupled with the resumption of CPO exports, would help to 

fill Indonesia’s FX buffer. However, several factors remain that could drain Indonesia’s FX 

reserves position. 

 The first threat to Indonesia’s FX reserves position is an unfortunate by-product of the 

government’s policy stance, which is leaning towards quick mobilisation of commodity windfall 

to shield domestic consumers from the raging global inflation. Indeed, stable domestic energy 

prices due to a higher subsidy budget played an instrumental role in boosting consumption. 

However, this situation is complicated by stratospherically high oil prices, which are trending 

upward following the gradual reopening of China’s economy and heightened supply scare due 

to the intensifying geopolitical tension in the Hormuz strait on top of the protracted Ukraine-

Russia war – exposing oil importers such as Indonesia to higher prices that drive up the 

imports bill. Higher imports may increase the FX demand, which often correlates with Rupiah’s 
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 Bank Indonesia’s foreign exchange reserves declined by a minor USD 0.1 Bn in May 2022, 

closing the month at USD 135.6 Bn as higher revenue from coal and gas exports counteract 

external debt payments and rising imports despite the temporary ban on CPO exports. 

 Despite considerable inflows in the stock market, foreign capital still flows out of the 

domestic bond market as a negative real rate may exacerbate the risk of capital flight. 

 Ample FX reserves and easing short-term inflationary pressures provide some room for Bank 

Indonesia to maintain its accommodative policy. However, rate hikes might be needed in 2H 

2022 as pressures against the IDR may continue to emerge. 
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value (Chart 1). While unyielding trade surpluses continue to support Rupiah to outperform 

its fundamental, a quick inspection of the FX liquidity index shows that FX deficits would 

eventually drag Rupiah closer to its fundamental value; a replay of the 2012-2013 period 

when the Rupiah’s value plummeted in 2013 (despite bountiful trade surpluses in 2012) which 

exacerbated the painful period of the taper tantrum.  

 Unrelenting capital outflows are another factor that 

could suppress Indonesia’s coffers in the coming months 

(Chart 2). Despite considerable inflows in the stock 

market throughout 2022, foreign capital is still bleeding 

out of the domestic bond market –with a tighter global 

monetary environment intensifying the scale of EM 

bonds' sell-off. The global bond market’s rather peculiar 

movement further complicates the picture, as investors 

might be looking for higher yields during inflationary periods but the current yields may still 

be too high for a recession scenario. Market-wide price action might be necessary to push 

investors closer to either the inflation or recession camp, providing investors with clearer 

direction out of the presently disconcerting market. 

 Finally, negative real rate return may exacerbate capital flight risks – tilting the playing field 

in which Bank Indonesia had to protect Rupiah’s value against the stronger US Dollar. 

However, despite the downside risks laid above, it’s worth noting that Rupiah is still 

performing better relative to other EM currencies. The present FX reserves position still left a 

sizable manoeuvering space for Bank Indonesia, while the government’s heightened fiscal 

spending took the onus of managing inflation from Bank Indonesia. Thus, Bank Indonesia 

may still have some breathing space to keep its tried-and-true policy in place, while policy 

rate hikes to the tune of 50-150 bps could be on the card in 2H 2022 as pressures against 

the Rupiah may continue to emerge. 
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Chart 1. The IDR’s exchange rate tends to mirror domestic FX liquidity,  

albeit sometimes with a time lag  

Source: OJK, Bloomberg 

Chart 2. A negative real rate return may exacerbates the risk of capital  

outflows, especially in a tighter global liquidity environment 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Selected Macroeconomic Indicator 

 
Source: Bloomberg, BI, BPS 
Notes: 
^Data for January 2022 
*Data from earlier period 
**For changes in currency: Black indicates appreciation against USD, Red otherwise 
***For PMI, >50 indicates economic expansion, <50 otherwise 
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 Indonesia – Economic Indicators Projection 

** Estimation of Rupiah’s fundamental exchange rate 
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